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More to Come?

      Int Tx & Mid-Con

International

     Onshore Gulf Coast

     Rockies & Dakotas

Nabors continues to believe additional growth 

opportunities exist in international markets. Our data 

suggest that N. American land drillers can bring much 

to the table in the international arena, especially 

when it comes to development of shale and tight-gas 

reserves. If international markets do in fact become 

robust and deep enough, we would not be surprised 

to see the company refocus further by eventually 

separating itself from other non-drilling related 

businesses, including pressure pumping operations it 

purchased in 2010. In short, if history is any 

indication, Nabors' best prospects lie in swapping its 

Jack-of-all-trades mindset for a greater focus on a 

smaller, but potentially more powerful, set of core 

drilling activities.

Technology

Service & Professionalism

Driven by widespread efficiency and productivity 

gains, customer satisfaction scores for N. American 

land drilling contractors continue to show 

improvement in EnergyPoint's surveys. With ratings 

for four of the five major drillers we track currently on 

the rise, adjusted scores for the group are now up 

10.1% compared to a year ago. H&P is the only 

domestic land driller that currently enjoys a Very 

High  level of total satisfaction in EnergyPoint's 

proprietary rating system. We note that H&P 

performance as seen by customers has benefited 

from a more singular focus on the land drilling 

activities and investments, especially as compared to 

more acquisitive and transactional competitors like 

Nabors and Patterson-UTI.  We were also encouraged 

by Petrello's recent comments on the value of long-

term contracts to both Nabors and its customers . The 

growing incidence of longer-term contracts in the 

onshore drilling market, and the greater levels of 

visibility provided suppliers and customers, allows for 

more confident and consistent investment in the 

assets, people and operations needed to continually 

improve performance and efficiency. 
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We believe positive changes are underway at Nabors Industries. The company, which currently rates Low 

overall but is trending Upward  in EnergyPoint's independent oilfield customer satisfaction ratings, seems to be 

undergoing both a cultural and strategic transformation under the new leadership of Tony Petrello, who 

recently replaced Gene Isenberg as CEO of the company. We are not sure if Petrello, who as the company's COO 

had been viewed by some as in agreement with the strategies and way of doing business pursued by Isenberg, 

is taking these transformational steps via his own initiative or as a result of specific direction from a seemingly 

increasingly proactive board. Either way, if carried out, we believe the changes in progress portend a better 

future for the company and its clients. We particularly view the decision to jettison certain non-core businesses 

to be a crucial step. The previously announced sale of its E&P investments and JV seems an especially 

appropriate move, as we believe oilfield suppliers that partake in the E&P side of the business can be viewed, 

and thus treated, as potential competitors by some clients. Accordingly, it's our feeling that such a quasi-

competitor status has impeded Nabors' ability to work with certain E&P companies in the past. Other areas of 

rationalization announced by the company include the sale of its Gulf of Mexico offshore jackup barge rig 

business and potentially its international jackup rigs; the already completed sale of its oilfield hauling business 

in parts of Texas; and the sale of its Canadian aircraft and well-servicing businesses.
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ABOUT ENERGYPOINT RESEARCH

EnergyPoint Research provides independent research regarding the oil and gas industry’s satisfaction with the products and services it purchases and uti-
lizes. The firm offers industry professionals and their employers opportunities to provide comprehensive and confidential feedback to suppliers through 
objective and independent evaluation processes. In return for participating in surveys, respondents and their employers receive complimentary survey results
in the form of EnergyPoint’s MarketPartners®

 Reports and Updates. Through the MarketPartners®
 Program, EnergyPoint regularly surveys significant cross-

sections of experienced industry participants involved in the selection and utilization of oilfield products and service providers. Survey participants range
from managers at some of the world’s largest energy companies to field personnel at independents and regionals. To learn more about EnergyPoint
Research and our benchmark surveys, go to www.energypointresearch.com or call the company in Houston, Texas at +1.713.529.9450.

DISCLAIMER

The information, data, commentary and analysis included in this report were collected, compiled and published by Energy Point Research, Inc.

(“EnergyPoint”) with the intent of providing readers with relevant, although not necessarily fully definitive, information as to customers’ satisfaction with

providers of certain products and/or services. EnergyPoint does not maintain or represent that the resulting information, opinions, and conclusions pre-

sented in this or any other EnergyPoint report necessarily reflect the perspectives of all customers and /or the complete market for the products and/or

services covered in such reports. Readers are advised that surveys of the type upon which EnergyPoint’s reports are based (and the resulting data, com-

mentary and analysis) are inherently impacted by certain factors including, but not limited to, sampling error, timing of data collections, respondents’own 

product/service weightings, geographic distributionof customer bases, language barriers, access to the World-Wide Web and other facilitating mediums, 

ongoing competitive and market dynamics, etc. Furthermore, EnergyPoint does not maintain or represent that its surveys or reports include all companies or 

par- tiesthat could be viewed as providers of the products and/or services covered in such reports. Readers are advised that other surveys and calculations 

could produce materially different results, ratings, ratings systems and conclusions than those presented or referenced in this report.

Inclusion in or exclusion from any EnergyPoint report or   survey should not be construed as reflecting a company’s market share or prominence in any category 

of products or services.  

ENERGYPOINT (I) MAKES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES OR COVENANTS AS TO THE ACCURACY AND/OR COM-

PLETENESS OF THE INFORMATION, DATA, OPINIONS, COMMENTARY, ANALYSIS AND/OR ANY DIRECT OR INDIRECT RECOMMENDATIONS

INCLUDED IN ITS SURVEYS OR REPORTS, AND (II) DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL DAMAGES,COSTS, AND LIABILITIES WHATSOEVER TO THE RECIPIENT OR 

READER OR ITS REPRESENTATIVES (TANGIBLE OR INTANGIBLE, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, LOSS

OF PROFIT, LOSS OF MARKET SHARE OR LOSS OF GOODWILL) FOR ANY RELIANCE OR USE MADE BY THE RECIPIENT OR PURCHASER OR ITS REPRE-

SENTATIVES OF SUCH INFORMATION, OR ANY ERRORS THEREIN OR OMISSIONS THEREFROM. BECAUSE THE INFORMATION PROVIDED  BY 

ENERGYPOINT IS IN-PART OPINION-BASED, THE RECIPIENT OR READER AND ITS REPRESENTATIVES SHOULD RELY SOLELY UPON THEIR  OWN 

INDEPENDENT JUDGMENTS, ASSUMPTIONS, ESTIMATES, STUDIES, COMPUTATIONS, EVALUATIONS, REPORTS, EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE 

WITH RESPECT TO ANY PARTICULAR BUSINESS-RELATED DECISION OR CONCLUSION AND THE EVALUATION OF ANY POTENTIAL  

TRANSACTION, UNDERTAKING, STRATEGY OR OTHER INITIATIVE. READERS ARE ADVISED THAT ENERGYPOINT IS A SPECIALIST IN THE AREA OF 

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION AND THAT NEITHER THE FIRM, NOR ITS PRINCIPALS AND EMPLOYEES, ARE REGISTERED OR LICENSED FINANCIAL 

ANALYSTS OR ADVISORS.
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